TO:  
PUBLIC AGENCIES REPORTING BY PRE-LIST METHOD  

SUBJECT:  MODIFIED PRE-LISTS FOR JULY 2002  

Attached are two modified "A" pre-lists for your use in anticipation of the salary increases which normally take effect on July 1st. Note that the pay rate, earnings and contribution amount columns are blank. These listings are based upon your most recently processed payroll report at the time of this mailing.

The use of these modified pre-lists is not mandatory. If a general salary adjustment is not effective within your agency, you should use the regular pre-list in the usual manner.

If your agency requires additional modified pre-lists or duplicate pre-lists during the year, please send the attached Pre-List Request Form to CalPERS or fax your request to (916) 795-1523, indicating the quantity and type of pre-lists you require.

Should you have any questions, please contact Yolanda Almanza at (916) 795-1575.

Kenneth W. Marzion, Chief  
Actuarial & Employer Services Division

Attachments